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RECORDING

 This session is being recorded

 By joining us on the phone and/or being in the 

AdobeConnect room it means you agree to being 

recorded.



AGENDA REVIEW

 Overview, Nancy Henderson, facilitator

 Leadership welcome, Shane Jeffries

 Tutorial on comments and objection process, 

Debbie Anderson

 Review of amendment and alternatives, Emily Platt

 Next steps, Shane Jeffries

Nancy Henderson



COMMUNICATE

Information:  

https://go.usa.gov/xvV4X

SM.FS.EScreens21@usda.gov

Email:

https://go.usa.gov/xvV4X
mailto:SM.FS.EScreens21@usda.gov


CONNECTING

Just on phone?  

Not on computer? 
Network connection lost

Connection Lost

Network connectivity was lost. 

Please wait while the meeting 

tries to reconnect. 

Try Again 

888-844-9904 

Access Code 9800728#



GROUND RULES

Purpose:  Share information & answer questions

 Share the air

 One at a time

 Listen to and respect other’s points of view



LEADERSHIP WELCOME

 Today's purpose:

◼ To share information and answer questions; not taking public 

comment during these webinars. 

 Designed to assist the public in understanding: 

◼ 1) What is proposed and highlights of the environmental 

analysis

◼ 2) Writing and submission of comments

◼ 3) The objection process (standing to object or be an 

interested party)

Shane Jeffries



OVERVIEW: 

SUBMITTING COMMENTS & 

THE OBJECTION PROCESS

Forest Management Direction for Large Diameter Trees in 
Eastern Oregon and Southeastern Washington



SUBMISSION OF COMMENTS 

AND OBJECTION PROCESS

 Commenters must submit “substantive formal 

comments” to the delegated Responsible Official for 

the plan amendment in a timely manner to be 

eligible to object later on in the process.

 A substantive formal comment is a comment, (including 

transcribed oral statements), that must be within the 

scope of the proposal, must be specific to the proposal, 

and must have a direct relationship to the proposal, 

and must include supporting reasons for the Responsible 

Official to consider. 



SUBMISSION OF COMMENTS 

AND OBJECTION PROCESS

 Comments must be received by the specified deadline 

– you will have 30 days to submit your comments; the 

comment period will end on September 10th, 2020.

 Comments can be submitted via the Comment Analysis and 

Response Application (CARA), email, facsimile, postal mail, 

delivery service such as UPS or FedEx, or they can be 

hand-delivered to the specified address, which for this 

amendment is the Forest Supervisor’s Office for the 

Ochoco National Forest.

 We encourage electronic submissions via CARA or email, 

which helps us facilitate timely consideration of comments.



SUBMISSION OF COMMENTS 

AND OBJECTION PROCESS

 Objections to the final EA and draft decision are 

submitted to the next higher line officer; for this plan 

amendment this will be the Regional Forester, who may 

delegate the review to a Deputy Regional Forester.

 You will have 45-days to submit your objection after the 

legal notice for the objection filing period is published (via 

the same methods as noted for comments). The objection 

filing period cannot be extended.

 The objection review period is 90-days, which can be 

extended to address objections or work toward resolution.



SUBMISSION OF COMMENTS 

AND OBJECTION PROCESS

 Questions & Answers



OVERVIEW OF PROPOSED 

AMENDMENT AND 

ALTERNATIVES

Forest Management Direction for Large Diameter Trees in 
Eastern Oregon and Southeastern Washington



Federal Lands 

where Eastside 

Screens Apply



NEED FOR CHANGE

 Old trees provide critical habitat functions and are 

declining. 

 The 21-inch standard prevents restoration that 

could create conditions necessary for old trees to 

persist. 

 Many old trees will be lost to mortality as 

disturbance processes become more extensive in the 

coming decades 

 21 project-level amendments



 Four Alternatives

 First Alternative 

is Current 

Management

OVERVIEW OF PROPOSED 

AMENDMENT AND ALTERNATIVES

Photo credit: James Johnston



Old and Large 

Tree Guideline -

Proposed Action

OVERVIEW OF PROPOSED 

AMENDMENT AND ALTERNATIVES



Old Tree 

Standard 

Alternative

OVERVIEW OF PROPOSED 

AMENDMENT AND ALTERNATIVES



OVERVIEW OF PROPOSED 

AMENDMENT AND ALTERNATIVES

Adaptive 

Management 

Alternative



HOW WE INCORPORATED 

PUBLIC FEEDBACK

 One of the key themes we heard at the public engagements 

was trust. The two alternatives that give managers more 

flexibility integrate an adaptive management component to 

ensure accountability. 

 We worked to address the other concerns and ideas that were 

raised directly in the alternatives or in the analysis. 



VEGETATION 

MANAGEMENT 

AND ECOLOGY

Forest Management Direction for Large Diameter Trees in 
Eastern Oregon and Southeastern Washington



 Indicators:

1. Species Composition

2. Late and Old Structure Forests

3. Large Trees

4. Old Trees

VEGETATION MANAGEMENT

AND ECOLOGY



Species Composition – looking for an increase in the 

dominance of fire tolerant species like ponderosa pine 

Current Management:

 Continue to see dominance of fire tolerant species decrease 

at a relatively high rate because of growth of shade 

tolerant species. 

Action Alternatives:

 This rate of decrease would slow under all action 

alternatives. 

 The Adaptive Management alternative has the greatest 

range of potential outcomes. 

VEGETATION MANAGEMENT

AND ECOLOGY



Forest Structure – Looking for an increase in 1) Late and 

Old Structure (LOS) forest and 2) open forest conditions. 

Current Management:

 LOS will continue to increase. 

 Open conditions within LOS on dry and moist forest sites will continue 

to increase at a slow rate.

 Open forest conditions outside of LOS will continue to decline.

Action Alternatives:

 LOS will continue to increase. 

 More open LOS conditions would be created compared to current 

management.

 Outside LOS there would less of a decline in open forest conditions. 

VEGETATION MANAGEMENT

AND ECOLOGY



Large Trees – looking for an increase in large trees 

Current management:

 Increase would be the most rapid as compared to all 

other alternatives

Old and Large Tree Guideline and Old Tree Standard:

 Large trees continue to increase across the landscape, 

but less quickly compared to current management. 

Adaptive Management Alternative:

 Wider potential range of outcomes than other 

alternatives. 

VEGETATION MANAGEMENT

AND ECOLOGY



Old Trees - An increase in old trees is desired

Current management:

Continued relatively high mortality of old trees

Old and Large Tree Guideline and Old Tree Standard:

 Lower mortality level of old trees compared to current 

management, although the decreasing trend would 

persist. 

Adaptive Management Alternative:

 Wider potential range of outcomes.

VEGETATION MANAGEMENT

AND ECOLOGY



WILDLIFE

Forest Management Direction for Large Diameter Trees in 
Eastern Oregon and Southeastern Washington



WILDLIFE

 Wildlife Species Addressed:

 4 Federally Listed Species

 85 Region 6 Sensitive Species and Management Indicator Species

 Species of Management Interest – Deer and Elk

 Wildlife Species Habitat Associations

 16 wildlife species associated with Late and Old Forest; or a 

component of late and old forest (e.g., large trees, large snags).

 Some species associated with closed canopy LOS and other with 

open canopy LOS (see science synthesis).

 Also addressed potential changes to Deer and Elk forage and cover 

(as discussed in early-engagement meetings).



WILDLIFE

 Wildlife Existing Condition

 Habitat for LOS-Closed Canopy Species

◼ Viability outcomes in general have declined but the amount of habitat for 

these species is similar to historical amounts – generally the amount of these 

habitats has increased from 1995 to present

 Habitat for LOS-Open Canopy Species

◼ Viability outcomes have considerably declined and the amount of habitat for 

these species is below historical amounts – generally the amount of these 

habitats has slightly increased from 1995 to present

 Large Snag Habitat (a key element of LOS habitat)

◼ Generally below historic levels

◼ Varies by forest type but generally the abundance of large snags (>20 in 

dbh) has remained relatively constant for years 2004-2017

 Deer and Elk

◼ National Forests provide important summer range and forage is key

◼ Forage availability can be enhanced through forest restoration treatments 



WILDLIFE

 Wildlife Effects Analysis

 For each alternative, addressed:

◼ Relative amount of LOS-Open, LOS-Closed

◼ Key Structural Components of LOS Habitat

◼ Abundance and composition of large trees

◼ Abundance of large snags

◼ Forage available for deer and elk

◼ Habitat Sustainability and Resiliency

◼ Concerns about warmer and drier climate

◼ Ability to implement climate change adaptations to reduce habitat loss 

to uncharacteristic effects of wildfire



WILDLIFE

LOS-Open 

 Current Management - decrease in the 

viability of species associated with open 

LOS

 Old Tree Standard – increase in viability 

of species associated with open LOS 

compared to current management

 Proposed Action and Adaptive 

Management – greatest increase in 

viability of species associated with open 

LOS

LOS-Closed

 Viability of species associated with closed 

LOS is maintained under all alternatives. 



WILDLIFE

Abundance and 

composition of large 

trees and snags

 Current Management 

- Retain large but not 

necessarily old trees, 

maintain snags

 All action alternatives 

- Retain large and old 

trees, recruit large 

snags



WILDLIFE

Deer and Elk Forage

 Current Management – reduction in forage

 Old Tree Standard – increase in forage compared to current 

management

 Proposed Action and Adaptive Management – greatest increase in 

forage



WILDLIFE

Habitat Resiliency

 Current Management –

increase in risk of 

uncharacteristic fire 

effects

 Old Tree Standard –

reduced risk of 

uncharacteristic fire 

effects

 Proposed Action and 

Adaptive Management –

greatest reduction in risk 

of uncharacteristic fire 

effects



SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC
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SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC

 “Benefits to People” focused discussion and 

assessment of alternatives

 Benefits (including ecosystem services): 

◼ Forest Products

◼ Cultural and Heritage Resources

◼ Botany, Forage, and Range

◼ Aquatic Resources

◼ Wildlife and Wildlife-based 

Recreation



SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC

 Analysis Area Populations and Resource Industries 



SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC

 Analysis Area Populations and Resource Industries 



SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC

Benefit to People Alt. A –

Current 

Management

Alt. B – Proposed 

Action

Alt. C –

Old Tree 

Alternative

Alt. D -

Adaptive 

Management 

Alternative

Forest Products 

Resources

4th 3rd 2nd 1st

Jobs and Income 

Opportunities

4th 3rd 2nd 1st

Forage, Botany, 

Range 

Opportunities

2nd  1st 1st 1st

Cultural and 

Heritage 

Resources

2nd 1st 1st 1st

Wildlife and 

Wildlife-Based 

Recreation 

2nd  1st 1st 1st

Aquatic Resources 2nd  1st 1st 1st



BOTANY

Forest Management Direction for Large Diameter Trees in 
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BOTANY

 Rare plants and fungi

 2 Federally-listed Species

 229 Region 6 Sensitive Species

◼ Includes 1 candidate species

All protections for rare species 

would still be in place.

• Project-level NEPA surveys and analysis

• Endangered Species Act consultation

• Forest Plans and Amendments



BOTANY

 No significant effects to federally-listed and candidate species

Status Species Habitat
Effects call for 

all alternatives
Rationale

Threatened
MacFarlane’s 

four o’clock
Canyon grasslands No effect No activity in or near habitat

Threatened
Spalding’s 

catchfly

Mostly grasslands, 

occasionally open 

pine

May affect, not 

likely to 

adversely affect

Both + and – are possible, 

but highly unlikely

Candidate + 

R6 Sensitive

Whitebark 

pine
Subalpine No effect

• Virtually no activity in 

habitat

• HRV emphasis of Eastside 

Screens consistent with 

restoration strategy



BOTANY

 Effects to habitats of Sensitive Species vary by habitat type

Status Species Habitat
Effects call for 

all alternatives
Rationale

R6 Sensitive 228

Many, including 

open and closed 

forest

May impact 

individuals or 

habitat

No lessening of 

protections

• Project-level surveys and 

analyses would still occur

• Forest Plan and 

Amendments standards and 

guidelines still in place

• Many habitats unaffected 

by amendment

• Forest habitat may slightly 

improve with enhanced 

restoration opportunities



BOTANY

 Invasive plants

 There are many influences on the abundance and distribution of 

invasives. The alternatives affect very few of them.

(+) Increased ability to adapt active management to mitigate climate 

change and modern wildfire regimes

(-) Opportunity to open canopy more by thinning more trees

(0) No change in: acreage of timber harvest, project-level planning, best 

management practices

 Action alternatives would have very small impact on trajectory of 

invasives



AQUATICS
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AQUATICS

National 

Forest

Aquatic 

Conservation 

Strategy

Deschutes INFISH

Fremont-

Winema

INFISH

Malheur INFISH & PACFISH

Ochoco INFISH & PACFISH

Umatilla PACFISH

Wallowa-

Whitman

INFISH & PACFISH

All management direction will 

remain the same within the 

Riparian Habitat Conservation 

Areas.  PACFISH, INFISH, their 

objectives, goals, standards 

and guidelines direct 

management will still apply.



NEXT STEPS

Forest Management Direction for Large Diameter Trees in 
Eastern Oregon and Southeastern Washington



Identify need for 
change

Early 
engagement 

with stakeholder 
and government 

entities

Develop 
proposed action 

and 
alternatives

ID Team 
completes 

environmental 
analysis

Release of Draft 
EA

30-day 
comment period

Opens:

August 11, 2020 

Closes:

September 10, 2020

Release of 
revised EA and 

Draft 
Decision/FONSI

45-day 
objection period

90-day 
objection review 

period

Final Decision 
Issued

Process Steps Summary



Questions?



THANK YOU!

Maia Enzer, 
Communications and 

Engagement Lead

Emily Platt,

Team Lead

Andrea Dolbear, 

Planning Specialist

Audrey Maclennan,

Project Assistant

Carrie Spradlin, 

Silviculturist

Barbara Garcia, 

Wildlife Ecologist

Allison Rossman,

Botanist

James Dickinson, 

Landscape 

Ecologist

Bill Gaines,

Wildlife Ecologist

Jordan Larson, 

Economist
Barb Adams, 

Aquatics Biologist

Shane Jeffries,
Ochoco National Forest

Forest Supervisor

Debbie Anderson,
Regional Administrative 

Review Coordinator



https://go.usa.gov/xvV4X
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